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body or base portion of the tumbler is indicated
by reference character 5, the main or base por
tion 5 in the present showing being in the shape
and design of the usual drinking glass. However,
ble to use this method of firing glassWare to pro
it is to be understood that the principle of the
vide a permanent pattern, since glass will be
invention may be carried out in the construction
caused to melt and flow under the intense heat.
of various types of drinking glasses, serving
It is, therefore, the primary object of the pres
dishes, vases, table lamps, and pitchers, these be
ent invention to provide drinking glasses and
ing relative items of table settings of glass and
other relative glass matching items wherein the
main body or base thereof is constructed of a O china, Ware, without departing from the spirit
plastic composition such as fine porcelain or
of the invention.
The main body Or base portion is constructed
china, pottery or other ceramic materials capable
of any Suitable material capable of Withstanding
of withstanding the intense heat used in firing
intense heat necessary for firing a design or pat
patterns or designs, to the end that drinking
glasses and relative glass items may be provided 15 tern in the body or base portion such as china,
porcelain, clay used in pottery manufacture or
with designs or patterns identical with the de
other ceramic materials.
signs or patterns used on dinner or dish sets
As shown the body or base portion 5 is slightly
constructed of porcelain or pottery or ceramic
than the remaining portion thereof, at
materials thereby completing the set even to the thicker
90 6, to strengthen the body or base portion at the
drinking glasses.
point of contact between the body or base portion
Another object of the invention is to provide
and liner or part 7, the liner or part 7 being
drinking glasses and relative glass matching items
formed of glass material and provided with a
constructed of porcelain, pottery or other ceramic
reduced portion defining as a shoulder 8 against
materials, and having a part or liner of glass
which the upper edge of the body or base por
or similar material extending beyond the upper
tion 5 rests, at any given point up or down the
edge of the body or base portion of the drinking
liner or part , the Outer surface of the body or
glass, providing a lip engaging portion. So that
base portion 5 forming a continuation of the por
the person using a drinking glass will get the
By way of background it might be stated that
because of the intense heat required in firing
patterns or designs in china, it has been impossi

same effect in drinking from the glass as he
would from the usual glass tumbler.
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Still another object of the invention is to pro
vide drinking glasses and relative glass items in
cluding a china body or base portion to which

a glass part or liner is secured permanently.
With the foregoing and other objects in view
which will appear as the description proceeds, the

portion 5, or at any point of contact between the
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invention consists of certain novel details of
construction and combination of parts, herein

after more fully described and pointed out in the
claim, it being understood that changes may be
made in the construction and arrangement of
parts without departing from the Spirit of the
invention as claimed.
Referring to the drawing, the figure illustrates
a drinking glass constructed in accordance With
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of a drinking glass.

Referring to the drawing in detail, the main

body or base portion 5 and liner or part 7, a layer
of cement and/or adhesive for holding base por
tion 5 and liner or part 7 together, the cement
and adhesive being of a type to withstand intense
heat and moisture to which it would be subjected
during using, washing and handling of the item,
is provided.
From the foregoing it will be seen that due to
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the construction shown and described, it will be
possible to provide drinking glasses of matching
table setting items constructed of china, or other
ceramic materials capable of withstanding in
tense heat necessary for firing the usual patterns
decorating china, dishes without sacrificing the
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ticularly when drinking cold drinks from a glass

the invention, the bowl or base portion thereof
being shown in section and illustrating the

variance in materials used in the construction

tion 9 of the liner or part 7 that extends above
the upper edge of the body or base portion 5,
providing a mouthpiece for engagement by the
lips of the person drinking from the tumbler.
Adjacent to the upper edge of the body or base

pleasing effect especially of a glass tumbler par

tumbler,
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Having thus described the invention, what is
A drinking tumbler comprising a hollow body
constructed of opaque pottery material, the Wall
of said body gradually increasing in thickness 5
towards the upper edge thereof, providing a sub
Stantially thick Wall portion adjacent to the
upper edge of Said body, a lining Constructed of
transparent glass fitted within the hollow body
having a lower reduced section conforming to O
the contour of the body in contact with the entire
inner surface of the body, an annular shoulder
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claimed is:

formed between the lower reduced Section and

upper edge of the lining, the thick wall portion
of the body resting against Said shoulder bracing
the drinking tumbler, and said lining being ce
mented within Said hollow body.
CARI D, NEWEL.
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